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Introduction

0

rece, ears there has been considerable activity in the develop-

ment of methodology fo evaluation (Scriveni (1967), Stufflebeam et al.
4

.1
(1971), Provus (1971), Bengdict 973a)). Most of these new

propose a process for the development of an evaluation design which As

%I

specific to the project, program, curriculum,/orenterprise to be evaluated.

The proftss of designing the evaluation is viewed as part of the evaluation

activity rather than Something that preceeds the beginning of evaluation.

Although there are important differences among these new approaches,

t most are in agreement that the specific evaluhtiOn design is a non trivial

problem which,must be developed through a set of,proCedures involving

A

considerable study of the enterprise to be evaluated. Evaluators using

such Approachies fin&lt difficult to respond to'requests for proposals

which require the proposal to*specify the specific evaluation design and,

sometimes, even the measuring instruments ,to.be used. In, order to respond,

they either have to do one fourth or more of the total Work for nothing

and with no guarantee.of being accepted for the remainder of thelwork

abandon their-professionel,lieliefs and propose some pre-designed plan

like a pre-post experimental group - -quasi control group design, using

some specified standardized instruments as the measures to be emplued.

Many of these evaluators see theuse of pre-designed techniques, either

in the design or in instrumentation, as inappropriate to the purpose of

evaluation.

Inappropriateness ¢f Pre-Designed Techniques

A large number of evaluators have as the purpose for their work: to

.provide data far decision making (Stufflebeam (1969)). Some of these
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evaluators define this purpose in terms of-three Criteria: the percentage

of the evaluation data that are actually used by the decision maker to

.

.41110M-they are provided; the'percentage of a decion makeea'decisions that

.

are made, in part, with the use of evaluation data; andwhe're not all

decisions are made using evaluatioh data the degree to which the data are

provided for the more important decisions (Hutchinson (1972)).

:These criteria have been named, efficiency, completeness, and focus

espectively. Coffing, et al. (1973) have provided operational procedures

for measuring these criteria. Completeness'is the percentage of the

decisions of a deciSion maker that are made, in part, With the use of

4
evaluation `data. Each, decision maker is ased to keep log recording

each decision that he or she makes and what data, if ally, were used in

1
0

making the decision. The evaluator keeps a log of the evaluatiOn data

,,,,,
that are provided to each decision maker. At/regular intervals the

evaluatqr byinspeCiion of the log of decisions can determine whether or

not each decision was madd, in part, with-the use of. evaluation data.

The percent of the, decisions that were made using evaluation data is the

percentage of completeness. .

The percentage of completeness that can be obtained is limited by

the amount of resourceq available to provide the decision maker with data.

.These evaluators are trying to maximize thepercentage of completeness

within the resource constraints. Less than this represents error of

completeness.

Where the percentage of completeness is less than,100%, focus is the

degree to which data were provided for the more important decisions. At
.

regular intervals the evaluator,can ask the decision maker to prioritize

the decisions on the log by the criteria of importance. The evaluator

4
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can construct a two by two contingency table with Categories of_evaluation

data Used, evaluation data not used and most important, least important.

Th marginal for used, not used is the marginal imposed for most important,'

le t important. A percentage of correct focus may then be calculated.

These evaluators are trying to designsan evaluation that will be 100%

focused on the most important decisions. Lesb than this represents error

15f focus.

Efficiency is the percentage of the evaluation data which are used

in making deLsions. At regular intervals ,the evaluator by inspection

of the log of decisions can determine whether or not each evaluation data

report, variable by variableA has been used by the decision maker in

making'any decisions: The percent of the data provided that were actually

used is the percentage of efficiency. These evaluators ate trying to

design an evaluation that will have 100% effidiency. Less than this

represents error of efficiency.

. The use' of pre- designed techniques 11 potentially.a considerable

source,of error of efficiency. In the,case of the quasi control group

design the decision maker may reject the
4 usefulness of the data onthe

b sis that the control group is either known to be (or simply might be)

different in some systematic way from the experimental group. 4:n the

case of the use of a pre-designed measuring instrument; for example, a
4

stancTdized self concgpt, tvt; the decision maker mdy find the data not

to be useful because.upon inspection of the test the decision maker finds,

that it dOes not have face validity with respect to his or her meaning of

self concept. It is only when the specific evaluation design.is worked

,

out with the decision, maker that the evaluator can be sure that these

/
threat6 to tl* efficiency of the evaluation design cantbe avoided.

5
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The potential soirees of error of efficiency just mentioned can be

categorized as bia0peas-a lack of decision maker validity. Further, in

these situations thardecision maker was aware of the lack of decision

maker validity. It is possible under some' circumstances, for there to be

a lack of decision maker validity and for the decision maker to be unaware

of this bias. In this event the data will
t
be used when they shouldn't be

used.

Non Operational Techniques

This kind of error is possible when the'measuring instrument is not

operational. Imagine that an evaluatonieattempting to provide a project

director with data for decision making. he project directOr has agreed

to having the evaluator do direct Observation in the classrooths using a

rating form. One item on the rating form is as follows:

The students are'working in teams -- none, some,

*put half, most, all.

If the project director and the ,evaluator observed tie same classroom

-at the same time they might not agree on,Ihe observation. The evaluator

might count the number of Students working alone. The project director

might coup e number of students in- groups df three or more. Th,p two

observers have different ideas about what constitutes a.tedm. The

evaluator would report more team activity than is accurate from the

perspective of the decision .maker. The project director might decide

that everything is as he wants, it when everything is not as he Wants it,.

Anoperational item'would not have this problem. Consider the '

,'following items!

Count the number of students in groups of thrdb or more.

Count the number of students in the room.

6
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These items are not subject to misinterpretationor misunderstanding.

/
.The un'operational item is also subject to certain other types of

error of measurement. Consider again the item:

, The students are working in teats -- none, some,

about half, most, all,

One observer, may believe that school work ,Is quiet and, not consider noisy'

;groups to be 'working in teams." A different observer may believe that
I

if it is quiet then the students are not really "working in teams" but

rather' individually in a group. Therefore, this observer would not 'count

quiet groups. Non operational items permit observer reactivity.

Another possibility is that the observerbegihs with the first

classroom assuming that noisy groups aren't really working. By the end

of the day the noise has really gotten to the observerand now only

totally silent groups get counted. 'Due to thip observer maturation not

all classrooms have had the same standard applied.

Considera second ite on the samZ rating form. at is as follows:

The students are cooperating with each other --

none, some, about hAlf, most, all.

Observer who
A

beliexes that'school work should be quiet also believes "

that the quiet students are cooperating with each other. Therefore,

A

this ot)server courts the quiet groups and quiet isolates. Since both

items are,judged by a'"level of noise" Standard the results are that-0

two measures are not totally independent.' The other observer who likes

vigotous student interaction scores both itemsthe Same because cooperating

is interaction in a group. For,this observer the items are totally

depeddent.
e
The project dirtctor'is,getting one piece of information al-

'though he thinks he A getting two separate pieces of fhforinatian.
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The use of operational items' Voids these, kinds of problems. The

evaluator has the decision maker Operationally define the intents or

- goals of-the program. Techniques can then be developed to measure the

operational items.

Procedures for Avoiding Errors.

Procedures have been.developed for providing data for decision making

in such a way that the above kinds oferrors are avoided. The Fortune/

Hutchinson Evaluation Methodology (Benedict (1973), (1974)) provides for

°regular interaction between the decision maker and,the evaluator in the

design of the evaluation: The procedures rewire the approval of the

decision maker at t end of each phase of design.

This methodology also provides for operationally defining the decision

maker's intents (Hutchinson and Benedictf(1970)) so that operational

.
.

.

measurements can be designed. These procedures are designed 1.9 an attempt

....

.
s .

,

to maximize the-criteria for ef)iciency, completeness, and'focus.- They
. . v

I'
c.

i

also provide a process for evaluating the evaluation' design itself in

terms of these criteria. '.%,

The F/H Evaluation Methodology has been subjeOtedto methodological

research by Jones (1971)-, Gordon (1973), Benedict (1973b),' Rosen (1974), ,

'and Jeffers (1974). In each'case the intent of the research was to ideptify

problems withthe procedures. In each &Ise probleis were found and solutions

have been proposed or are under'development. Unfortunately, a proposed.

-symposium to present the results of this methodological research on evalu

'aiion was turned down by Division D of AERA.

4
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